phases of social and cultural life."

"On 6 October 1683, thirteen Mennonite families from Krefeld arrived at Philadelphia harbor on board the vessel Concord, and Heinz Moos, 1983.

Little Pearls from the Books

"Schmalzbrot mit Zwiebel" or simply "Schmalzbrot," enjoying these Germany " to learn about this major port of embarkation in Europe starting with early Protestants and various religious movements, Chapter 5 delves into the Reformation and includes a subsection (Heated wine spiced with cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg, allspice)

(Cinnamon cookies in the form of stars)

Iveta B.

Proverb:

Z i _ t s _ e r _ e
S _ o l _ e n
M _ r _ i p _ _
(Ni k _ _ u _ _ _ g
(For adults)

(Mr. Zitiere, Mr. Solem, Mr. Mr. Pip, St. Nicholas Day on Dec 6th)

these, too:

(Hint: St. Nicholas Day on Dec 6th)

from your shelf. This time (because we will not have another treat while running outside to play with fellow children, just as we Schwitzgebel, a native of Germany. Following his legacy, other

Bremen and Bremerhaven

Don't forget to take a moment to visit the oldest part of town,

creation, including chests and bedsteads. You can also delve into the history further by checking out the book The Accounts of Two Pennsylvania German Furniture Makers: Abraham

products from two famous German furniture makers, Abraham

use of cash and the credit system. They also made significant

Creations, including chests and bedsteads. You can also delve into the history further by checking out the book The Accounts of Two Pennsylvania German Furniture Makers: Abraham

Hometown Beer: A History of Kansas City's Breweries

This book is reserved exclusively for on-site use at the Midwest

can find his recent publications and contact information listed

If you're interested in learning about the history of various

Remnants of Two Pennsylvania German Furniture Makers: Abraham

and businesses? This book, published in 1999, is much more than just

products from two famous German furniture makers, Abraham

This arrangement, with goods traveling to Europe and

If those suggestions are too close to home, consider visiting

France, and Germany. Many have asked whether we'll have

with the Wulff family, a thriving family business dating back to 1516, celebrated its 500th anniversary in 2016,

If you're eager to discover great resource tips, look no further

Hometown Beer: A History of Kansas City's Breweries

If you're interested in learning about the history of various

retailer to the public. This book is reserved exclusively for on-site use at the Midwest

This book is reserved exclusively for on-site use at the Midwest

For more information and resources, please visit the Midwest Genealogy Center website or call 816-252-7228.